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The slow dynamics in a glassy hard-sphere system is dominated by cage breaking events, i.e.,
rearrangements where a particle escapes from the cage formed by its neighboring particles. We study
such events for an overdamped colloidal system by the means of Brownian dynamics simulations.
While it is difficult to relate cage breaking events to structural mean field results in bulk, we show
that the microscopic dynamics of particles close to a wall can be related to the anisotropic two-
particle density. In particular, we study cage-breaking trajectories, mean forces on a tracked particle,
and the impact of the history of trajectories. Based on our simulation results, we further construct
two different one-particle random-walk models – one without and one with memory incorporated
– and find the local anisotropy and the history-dependence of particles as crucial ingredients to
describe the escape from a cage. Finally, our detailed study of a rearrangement event close to a
wall not only reveals the memory effect of cages, but leads to a deeper insight into the fundamental
mechanisms of glassy dynamics.
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any errors or omissions in this version of the manuscript
or any version derived from it. The Version of Record
is available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0953-
8984/28/50/505001.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hard spheres with solely steric repulsion are an impor-
tant model system in the field of soft condensed matter
as they exhibit not only a fluid and a crystalline phase
[1], but there occurs a dramatic slowdown of dynamics
when also the density of the particles is increased [2, 3].
The relation of this slow dynamics within a glassy system
to structural properties is an important topic of ongoing
(theoretical) research [4–12] and aims on a deeper under-
standing of the major mechanisms that dominate glassy
dynamics.
Many theoretical approaches to describe glassy dynam-
ics are based on cage breaking events, e.g., the widely-
used mode coupling theory [5, 14] or models that consider
activated hopping of particles out of a cage [7, 8, 11, 12].
Such mean-field theories are usually based on an isotropic
average cage around the considered particle such that ef-
fects arising from the anisotropic structure of a cage are
ignored. To avoid this drawback, we consider a cage close
to a flat wall such that isotropy is broken. An example
of a particle that is trapped by a cage of neighboring
particles close to a wall is sketched in Fig. 1(a). Since
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isotropy is broken, we have the advantage to know the
preferred escape route from the cage (indicated by an ar-
row in Fig. 1(a)). Our goal is to identify the essential
ingredients that are necessary to develop an one-particle
random-walk model that is able to describe the escape
dynamics. Furthermore, our analyzes of the anisotropic
cage-breaking event also opens another view on cage-
breaking events in bulk, where cages are only isotropic
in a mean field description due to averaging over differ-
ent directions. Such an averaging might lead to mistakes
when the dynamics along escape routes should be pre-
dicted.
By using (classical) density functional theory (DFT),
the anisotropic two-particle correlation functions and,
therefore, the structure of a cage that traps a particle
close to a wall can be determined theoretically [13, 15]
(the full gamut of classical DFT is covered in [16]). As
we will show later, structural results will be important to
understand the anisotropic cage breaking dynamics. For
the system that we consider here, we have resolved the
anisotropic structures in a previous work [13], where we
studied a glass-forming binary hard-sphere mixture close
to a wall by applying the White Bear mark II frame-
work of fundamental measure theory [17], a quantitative
benchmark DFT for hard spheres [18, 19]. We found very
good agreement between DFT and Brownian dynam-
ics (BD) computer simulations and could observe cage-
forming structure. A typical result is shown in Fig. 1(b),
where the total correlation function (the pair distribu-
tion function follows by adding a constant) is shown for
a small particle in contact with the wall. Both the corre-
lations with neighbouring small (upper panel) and large
(lower panel) particles have preferred positions for finding
a neighbouring particle. This anisotropic structure can
not be found from solely one-particle correlations, which
are often studied in order to understand surface free en-
ergies and the adsorption of particles to walls [18, 20, 21].
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic sketch of a particle (shown in green) with diameter σ1 close to a wall. The particle is trapped in a
cage formed by its neighbors with diameters σ1 or σ2 = 1.4σ1. The z axis is aligned perpendicular to the wall plane, which is
located at z = 0. Note that the coordinate system in the figure only denotes the directions of the axis. The origin is located at
the wall at the projected position of the trapped particle, i.e., the latter is located at the radial coordinate r =
√
x2 + y2 = 0.
(b) Two-particle pair correlation function as studied in previous work [13] by DFT and BD simulations. Here, we show data
from DFT for a total packing fraction φ = 0.56, where a small particle is located at the wall and its neighbors form a cage. The
upper panel shows the correlations between the trapped particle and the other small particles, the lower panel those between
the trapped particle and the large particles. More details and further examples on the structure of such a system can be found
in [13].
In Sec. II we introduce our model system and explain
details of the Brownian dynamics simulations. The dy-
namical self-correlation functions of a cage-braking event
are determined and discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
we explore the properties of a cage, namely the force
that acts on a caged particle due to its anisiotropically
distributed neighbours, the collision frequency when the
trapped particle inside tries to escape, and the history-
dependence of the cage-breaking event. These properties
are used as ingredients to develop one-particle random-
walk models as explained in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL SYSTEM
In this work we study a binary mixture of purely re-
pulsive soft spheres in a solvent and in the vicinity of
a wall by means of BD simulations, i.e., the solvent is
captured by considering random kicks and in contrast
to Newtonian dynamics no inertia effects occur. Half of
the particles possess the effective diameter σ1 and the
other half has a larger diameter σ2 = 1.4σ1. Usually
we consider 32000 particles in a three dimensional cubic
box with periodic boundary conditions in two directions
(the x- and y-direction in our choice of the coordinate
system) and closed by two walls normal to third direc-
tion (the z-direction). We typically combine the number
densities ρ¯ν of each species ν in a total packing fraction
φ =
∑
ν
pi
6σ
3
ν ρ¯ν . The spheres, as sketched in Fig. 1(a),
interact according to the potential
uνν′(∆) =
{
ε
2
(
1− ∆σνν′
)2
∆ ≤ σνν′
0 otherwise,
(1)
where ∆ is the separation of two interacting spheres,
σνν′ = (σν + σν′)/2 involves the effective particle di-
ameters σν , and ε denotes the strength of the interac-
tion. The particle-wall interaction is given by a similar
harmonic potential with the same strength factor ε. In
the limit of small temperatures T and large interaction
strengths, i.e. for ε/kBT  1 with Boltzmann’s constant
kB, the structure and dynamics of the system correspond
to the structure and dynamics of a hard sphere system
[13, 22–28]. We have chosen ε such that for a given tem-
perature the average overlap between two particles or
between a particle and the wall does not exceed 5% of
the diameter σ1 (see also [13]).
The dynamics of our BD simulations is given by the
overdamped Langevin equation
γν~˙rν,i(t) = ~fν,i
( {
~rν′,1, . . . , ~rν′,Nν′
}
ν′=1,2,...
)
+ ~ξν,i(t) .
(2)
The friction constants γν are proportional to the diam-
eter σν of the spheres. The pair interaction forces be-
tween the particles and between the particles and the
walls are taken into account in ~fν,i. The thermal kicks
due to a given temperature T are included by random
forces ~ξν,i(t) that are chosen from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero mean value and second moments given by
3〈
~ξν,i(t)~ξ
T
ν′,i′(t
′)
〉
= 2γνkBTδνν′δii′δ(t − t′)1, where ~ξTν′ is
the transpose of ~ξν′ and 1 is the three-dimensional unit
matrix. We employ τB = σ
2
1/(3piD1) as a suitable Brow-
nian time throughout the article, where D1 is the coeffi-
cient of free diffusion of the small spheres. More details
about the simulations and an analysis of the hard sphere
limit are given in a previous work [13], where we studied
the structure of a binary hard-sphere system in the vicin-
ity of a hard wall by simulations and DFT calculations.
III. DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS OF
ANISOTROPIC CAGE-BREAKING EVENTS
In dense systems each particle is surrounded by a cage
of neighboring particles (see for instance Fig. 1). In bulk
such a cage can possess any orientation and, for this rea-
son, a mean field description usually is isotropic. Instead,
close to walls a preferred orientation of the cage exists.
It occurs more often than other configurations. Conse-
quently, preferred escape routes exist for cage-breaking
events, too. In this section we study dynamical time-
dependent van Hove self-correlation functions obtained
from simulations in order to explore the anisotropy of
cages and to identify preferred escape routes.
In Fig. 2, we plot simulation results of the van Hove
self-correlation function Gν(r, z; t) [29]. The function
represents the probability density for a particle of species
ν to be at the position (r, z) after a time t, if it was
tracked in the origin (0, 0) at time 0. Due to the sym-
metry of the system under investigation, we represent
the position of a particle in cylindrical coordinates (r, z),
i.e. the distance z from the wall and the distance r from
the z-axis (cf. Fig. 1). The van Hove function represents
the information about the diffusion pathways or preferred
particle trajectories. Figure 2(a) displays G1(r, z; t) for
small particles (first row) and G2(r, z; t) for large parti-
cles (second row) at a volume fraction φ = 0.50 and for
different evolution times, as indicated. The caging of par-
ticles is visible in the slowed down diffusive dynamics for
shorter times (Fig. 2, (a1-a3) and (a6-a8)). Of course, diffu-
sion is prohibited inside the wall, but the overall diffusion
process in all remaining directions still looks rather ho-
mogeneous as long as the particle does not leave its cage.
For a density close to the glass transition (see Fig. 2(b)
for φ = 0.58), Gν(r, z; t) displays an even slower diffusion
process (note the different timescales). On the same time,
the diffusion within the cage becomes more anisotropic,
e.g., while in Fig. 2(a2) no preferred direction of motion is
visible, close to the glass transition as shown in Fig. 2(b2)
a particle within a cage more likely moves parallel to the
wall and the motion in all other directions is suppressed.
In all cases, the small particles diffuse faster as expected
from the smaller friction constant γ1.
For sufficiently long times, we can identify different es-
cape routes along which the particle can leave the cage.
Besides a diffusive spread within the first layer in direc-
tion parallel to the wall, smaller particles tend to use a
perpendicular path to swap into the second layer (Fig. 2,
(b2-b3)) before they spread in parallel directions again
(Fig. 2, (b4-b5)). For the large particles, however, the typ-
ical diffusion paths are different. First, when large parti-
cles approach the second layer, they spread much slower
along the second layer (Fig. 2, (b6-b8)) than the small
particles do. Second, when large particles arrive at a
distance of approximately 1.7σ1, their most likely trajec-
tories branch away from the z-axis, while small particles
also stay at the z-axis (Fig. 2, (b9-b10) and (b4-b5)). This
can be explained by a preferred stacking of large parti-
cles above small particles. If a large particle was initially
located next to a small one, it raises towards the second
layer until it is possible to stack with its smaller neigh-
bor. In order to do so, it leaves the actual perpendicular
path. The last plot of the time series of the large parti-
cles’ van Hove function (Fig. 2, (a10 and b10)) suggests that
first isolated peaks evolve before the probability density
washes out in the second layer. These two mechanisms,
namely the perpendicular diffusion of the small and the
tilted diffusion of the large particles, account for local re-
arrangement processes. Such rearrangements also occur
in the bulk case, but due to isotropy with no preferred
direction. Due to our symmetry breaking wall, in our sit-
uation the probability densities Gν(r, z; t) are anisotropic
and bear pre-defined more probable diffusion paths due
to the structure of the local neighborhood.
To quantify this effect we explore the consequences of
the anisotropic escape routes for the directional depen-
dence of the mean squared displacements (MSD). As we
will show in the following, the diffusion process and the
accompanied escape from the cage into a certain direc-
tion are similar to the diffusion and escape in all other
spatial directions, but each event must be weighted with
the probability for its occurrence. In Fig. 3 we plot the
normalized MSDs obtained from our BD simulations for
small particles in different directions, i.e. in z-direction:
〈
∆z(t)2
〉
=
1
N1
N1∑
i=1
(
zi(t)− zi(0)
)2
, (3)
in direction parallel to the wall (radial in the cylindrical
coordinates):〈
∆r(t)2
〉
=
〈
∆x(t)2
〉
+
〈
∆y(t)2
〉
, (4)
and in radial (spherical coordinates) direction in a certain
solid angle range [ϑI, ϑII]:〈
∆~r(t)2
〉
[ϑI,ϑII]
=
1
N
′
1
N1∑
i=1
θ
(
ϑi(t)− ϑI
)
θ
(
ϑII − ϑi(t)
)(
~ri(t)− ~ri(0)
)2
.
(5)
Here, we applied the Heaviside step function θ(·) and
the number of considered particles N
′
1, i.e., the number
of non-zero addends, for particles that fulfill the crite-
rion. Note that for simplicity we have omitted the index
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Figure 2. Self parts of the van Hove correlation function Gν(r, z; t) for (a) φ = 0.50 and (b) φ = 0.58. The cylindrical
coordinates z and r represent the distance from the (left) wall located at z = 0 and the distance from the z-axis, at which the
traced particle is located initially at t = 0. Plots from the left to the right show the functions Gν(r, z; t) after different time
(in units of the Brownian time τB), as indicated at the top of each column in panels (a) and (b). The upper row of each panel
(a1-a5 and b1-b5) represents data for small particles (ν = 1), whereas the lower row of each panel (a6-a10 and b6-b10) represents
data for the large particles (ν = 2). Note that the timespan in (a) is smaller than in (b). The color code is the same for all
plots and given on the right side of each line.
ν = 1 for small particles. Equation (5) represents the
diffusion process of selected particles that move only into
the desired direction. Their final positions after a time
t, denoted by the polar angles ϑi(t), are restricted to
ϑI ≤ ϑi(t) ≤ ϑII.
The MSDs from Fig. 3(a) are calculated with re-
spect to different starting positions, i.e., z(t = 0)/σ1 =
0.55, 0.95, 1.55, where in Fig. 3(b-d) the particles always
start at wall contact. As it is clearly visible in Fig. 3(a),
the effect of different starting positions has major impact
on the shape of the vertical short-time MSD at interme-
diate or high packing fractions. If the tracked particle
starts inside a layer, i.e., the maximum of the density
profile (at z1/σ1 = 0.55, 1.55), it immediately feels the
impact of the confining cage at this position. This fact
makes it to become trapped at short and intermediate
times and only jump after larger waiting times. Further-
more, if a particle starts in the second layer, it is able
to jump forward or backward. Therefore, especially at
shorter times the diffusion is enhanced by a factor of ap-
proximately 2 with respect to a particle that starts in
front of the wall. However, the initial trapping in the
cage is still visible. At larger times, backward jumps
are restricted by the wall and the factor 2 disappears.
Contrarily, if the starting position is in between the first
two layers (z1/σ1 = 0.95), the diffusion in z-direction is
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Figure 3. Double logarithmic plots of the mean squared displacements (MSD) of small particles (species ν = 1) in a binary
mixture. (a) The MSDs in z-direction for two packing fractions and three different starting positions of the respective trajec-
tories. (b) MSD parallel (〈∆r2〉) and perpendicular (〈∆z2〉) to the wall for a packing fraction φ = 0.58. For comparison, the
theoretical curve of free diffusion is shown by a solid black line. (c) The dashed curves are the same as in (b), whereas the
solid lines represent normalized radial MSD (〈∆~r2〉[ϑI,ϑII]), for which the averages have only been performed over a subset of
particles that have moved into given directions within the solid angle ranges as sketched in (d) and labeled with (1,2,3). The
intervals in the standard representation of the polar angle ϑ are (1)=[0, pi/5], (2)=[pi/5, 2pi/5], and (3)=[2pi/5, 3pi/5].
larger for short times and smaller for long times. This
is due to the fact that the starting position for such a
particle is less stable, because it is unfavorable to stay in
between two layers. Successively, when the particle re-
locates along the z-axis, it inevitably reaches one of the
neighboring layers, where it might be caught in a cage
for a typical period. Since we aim to investigate the lo-
cal rearrangement from one stable position to another,
we will always consider particles that start at the wall in
the following.
In Fig. 3(b) we plot the MSD (averaged over all
small particles) for a dense system with packing frac-
tion φ = 0.58 for directions parallel and perpendicular
to the wall in comparison with the free diffusion. The
averaged curves suggest that the diffusion process in z-
direction is stronger suppressed than parallel to the wall.
This is because we consider the average over all particles
in Fig. 3(b). However, if only particles within the pre-
selected directions are employed, the different MSD look
all rather akin as demonstrated in Fig. 3(c). All curves
approximately correspond to the curve of the diffusion
along the wall from Fig. 3(b). This intriguing finding
leads to the conclusion that the diffusion behaves similar
in all spatial directions, where at the same time diffu-
sion along the wall is more probable (already seen from
Fig. 2). Only because in the usual representation of the
MSD the displacement is weighted by the probability of
the accompanied sampling in a certain direction, a more
pronounced plateau emerges when inspecting less proba-
ble directions, e.g., as in Fig. 3(b).
One has to be careful with the interpretation of the
above presented averages, since a particle could for ex-
ample escape in a tilted direction due to the lack of a
neighboring particle at that position, by chance. Such
events would occur in the direction where the first and
second layer in Fig. 1(b) are connected by strongly cor-
related regions, i.e., along a path on which the minimal
value of the total correlation function is as large as possi-
ble. Note that its direction is also captured by the solid
angle interval 1 in Fig. 3(d).
6Still, the above described perceptions motivate for the
fact, that the escape in other directions can probably be
treated in a similar way as the perpendicular escape, just
with the difference that some directions are more proba-
ble than others. Concerning the importance for the bulk,
the completely averaged diffusion process is probably the
result of the weighted composition of the separate diffu-
sion mechanisms in all possible directions.
For this reason, we will focus on the cage escape in
z-direction within our setup in the following sections. In
particular, we will study the forces acting on a particle
during its escape, relate the forces to collision frequen-
cies in a hard-sphere system, and investigate the history
dependence of escape paths.
IV. PROPERTIES OF ANISOTROPIC CAGES
AND CAGE-BREAKING EVENTS
In this section we analyze the forces acting on a sphere
that is trapped in an anisotropic cage formed by its neigh-
boring particles. Furthermore, we explore the history de-
pendence of the dynamics during cage-breaking events.
The properties studied in this section will be used as in-
gredients for the one-particle random-walk models pro-
posed in Sec. V.
IV.1. Force distribution at finite temperatures
While in the previous section we focused on the pre-
ferred trajectories which trapped particles use to escape
from cages, we now look for mean forces on particles dur-
ing their escape. In order to explore the properties of a
cage, we use the BD simulations to calculate the mean
forces 〈f1,⊥(z, ϑ)〉 that act on the surface of a small par-
ticle. These forces arise from overlaps with neighboring
particles which are located in directions denoted by the
polar angle ϑ. Figure 4(a) shows these forces averaged
over a large number of configurations in a dense system
with φ = 0.58 for various distances z from the wall. The
two very prominent peaks in all the distributions stem
from the likely configurations where the small test par-
ticle is the neighbor of a small or a large sphere at the
wall, respectively. As the tracked particle detaches from
the wall, these peaks shift from the sides towards the
bottom hemisphere (ϑ = pi) of its surface (if the wall is
considered at the bottom of the box). However, from
atop (ϑ = 0) the forces become smaller. This is due to
the unfavored position of a neighboring particle on top
of the test particle, because particles of the second layer
from the wall are usually not positioned directly on top
of particles of the first layer (cf. structural analysis in
previous work [13]). This explains our results of the van
Hove functions, where the direction perpendicular to the
wall is the preferred direction for a small test particle to
move.
In order to obtain the forces that a particle has to over-
come in order to move in a certain direction, we average
all force components acting along the opposite direction
over the hemisphere of the test particle that points in
the corresponding direction. To be specific, for a direc-
tion given by a vector
~a(ϑ, ϕ) = sin(ϑ)cos(ϕ)~ex +sin(ϑ)sin(ϕ)~ey +cos(ϑ)~ez (6)
we calculate the average
〈f1,◦(z, ϑ)〉 = 〈f1,⊥(z, ϑ′)~a(ϑ′, ϕ′) · ~a(ϑ, 0)〉ϑ′,ϕ′ , (7)
where f1,⊥(z, ϑ′) is the normal force on the surface along
direction ϑ′ as plotted in Fig. 4(a). The average 〈·〉ϑ′,ϕ′
is taken over the angles ϑ′ and ϕ′ denoting a hemisphere
around the direction given by ϑ. Examples of such hemi-
spheres are shown in Fig. 4(c) for ϑ = 0 and ϑ = pi/4.
We call 〈f1,◦(z, ϑ)〉 the cross section force.
Results for the cross section forces are shown in
Fig. 4(b) as functions of the direction for different particle
positions z. The curves represent forces that a particle
has to countervail in order to move into a certain direc-
tion. One can nicely see the change of the forces with
the angle and the particle detachment. When a parti-
cle is close to contact (red line in Fig. 4(b)), the cross
section force exhibits a strong minimum for the direction
pointing towards the wall (ϑ = pi). Note that the particle
hardly can move into that direction due to the repulsion
from the wall that is not included in the particle-particle
force considerations. In the opposite direction (ϑ = 0)
a subtle local minimum occurs and there is a maximum
into a tilted direction (ϑ ≈ pi/4) roughly denoting the
direction towards the neighboring particles in the sec-
ond layer (compare also Fig. 1(b)). As the test particle
is moved away from the wall towards the middle of the
first two density layers, the minimum in the direction
perpendicular away from the wall (ϑ = 0) becomes even
more pronounced, whilst the maximum shifts towards the
parallel direction (see, e.g., the cases represented by the
yellow/green lines).
Note that the cross section force cannot be calculated
from a one-particle density, but at least a two-body de-
scription as presented in previous work [13] is needed,
because the anisotropy of the force distribution is cru-
cial.
IV.2. Collision frequency in the hard-sphere limit
Besides the above discussed directional anisotropies,
another ingredient matters for the interaction between
the particles. In a perfect hard-sphere system the parti-
cles only interact upon collision and are force free most of
the time. In order to determine how often such collision
events occur, we analyze the distribution of the absolute
value of the interaction force for our soft-sphere system
where the overlapping energy is well-defined and then
approach the hard-sphere limit.
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Figure 4. (a) Distribution of the mean normal forces 〈f1,⊥〉 that act on a small particle from different directions in a binary
mixture with overall packing fraction φ = 0.58 and for various distances z from the wall. The angle ϑ denotes the direction
of the force and is measured with respect to the z-axes, where ϑ = 0 corresponds to forces acting towards the wall. (b) Cross
section forces 〈f1,◦〉 obtained by averaging over all force contributions that act along a direction denoted by ϑ on the half
sphere pointing in that direction. This corresponds to the forces that the particle has to overcome in order to move in the
corresponding direction. The direction-independent bulk value is given for comparison by a dashed black line; z again denotes
the distance from the wall. The inset highlights the behavior on hemispheres that point away from the wall. (c) Two examples
for particles with marked hemispheres for (c1) ϑ = 0 and (c2) ϑ = pi/4. The corresponding positions are highlighted by vertical
gray stripes in panel (b).
The Boltzmann factor for two particles of the species
ν and ν′ with the interaction potential uνν′(d) is pro-
portional to the probability of finding those two particles
with an overlap d. It is given by
Pνν′(d) ∝ exp
[
−uνν′(d)
kBT
]
= exp
[
−|f |
2σ2νν′
2εkBT
]
, (8)
where f = σνν′
(
1− ∆σνν′
)
is the force according to our
harmonic model potential as given in Eq. (1). Therefore,
the last term in Eq. (8) is the probability how often a
certain force occurs.
In Fig. 5(a) we show the force distribution obtained
from simulations at different temperatures. For low tem-
peratures the simulation results can be fitted with a
Boltzmann-factor for the mixture that we employ in sim-
ulations, i.e.,
P (|f |) = Aσ1
4ε
∑
ν,ν′=1,2
exp
[
−|f |
2σ2νν′
2εkBT
]
, (9)
where A is a dimensionless fitting parameter. For
temperatures below 10−4kBT , the fits in Fig. 5(a) be-
come sufficiently good and the factor of the distribution
stays constant. Therefore, if we calculate the first mo-
ment of the distribution, 〈|f |〉 ≡ 〈|f |, P (|f |)〉, the result
(Fig. 5(b)) is inversely proportional to the temperature,
as it should be. Since the force distributions follow a
Gaussian, the expectancy value of a modified normaliza-
tion only over non-zero forces must be proportional to
A
√
kBT . The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5(c)
together with a square root power-law, P1,coll ∝
√
kBT ,
which can be applied as a prediction of the fraction of
interacting (or colliding) particles at low temperatures,
where sufficiently below jamming particles exhibit only
one or zero overlaps.
If the factor A is known, one can then deduce the col-
lision probability
P1,coll =
A
8
√
2pikBT
ε
∑
ν,ν′=1,2
σ1
σνν′
. (10)
This ingredient will be used in section V to develop a
random walk model for a single tracer particle in front of
the wall, which interacts with its environment, just with
a probability equal to P1,coll. For our random walk mod-
els, we will determine the factor A from fits to simulation
data as shown in Fig. 5(a). Note that in principle A for
the hard sphere limit also could be estimated by calcu-
lating the average force expected from the bulk equation
of state of hard spheres, i.e., obtained from DFT with
the White Bear mark II functional [17].
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Figure 5. (a) Force distributions P (|f |) depending on the
absolute value of interaction forces |f | at a packing fraction
of φ = 0.54 for different temperatures T . The colored lines
are results of simulations and the black dashed lines are fits
according to Eq. (9). The factor according to Eq. (9) has
a constant value of A = 75. (b) Average of the absolute
value of the force as a function of temperature, determined
from simulations. The black line is proportional to kBT/ε.
(c) Fraction of non-zero forces, i.e., the normalization of the
distributions from (a), where the integral runs only over all
non-zero forces. Points are from simulations and the line is
proportional to
√
kBT/ε.
IV.3. Memory effects
On the way to deduce atomistic descriptions of poten-
tial barriers that a particle needs to overcome in order to
leave its cage into a given direction, we found out that
for a small particle the escape from the cage along the
z-axis is a probable process. As it will turn out, it is
not sufficient to simply consider a mean potential force
as an external field in order to describe the confinement
by a local cage. The reason is that within such a simple
mean field description there is no memory, i.e., no depen-
dence on the history. Thus, we analyze the importance
of memory effects in the following.
In order to access the dependence on the history of a
particle, we separately determine the forces for the fol-
lowing two groups of particles: First, particles that at a
previous time −t were at a position z(−t) > z(0), i.e.,
further away from the wall than the current position.
Second, particles that were at a previous time −t at a
position z(−t) < z(0) closer to the wall. Then, the aver-
age forces on a particle are
f>1,z(z, t) =
1
N
′
1
N
′
1∑
i=1
f1,z
(
z(0)
)
θ
(
z(−t)− z(0)), (11)
f<1,z(z, t) =
1
N
′
1
N
′
1∑
i=1
f1,z
(
z(0)
)
θ
(
z(0)− z(−t)), (12)
where Eq. (11) denotes the forces for particles that in
the past have been further away from the wall, while
Eq. (12) gives the forces for spheres that previously have
been closer to the wall. Again, N
′
1 is the number of the
considered particles only.
Furthermore, we introduce the deviations from the av-
erage value 〈f1,z(z)〉 and call those functions the force
memories, i.e.,
∆fX1,z(z, t) = f
X
1,z(z, t)− 〈f1,z(z)〉, (13)
with the placeholder X ∈ {<,>}. In Fig. 6(a) and (b) we
plot the history-dependent force memories for bulk sys-
tems with different packing fractions in linear and double
logarithmic representation, respectively. As the packing
fraction is increased, two major characteristics determine
the curves. The first is the starting point of the memory
curve, i.e., ∆f>1,z(z, t → 0), which sets the magnitude of
the force memory. The second is the timescale, on which
the memory approximately decays. For the bulk, we pick
out two systems, one being at intermediate packing frac-
tion (φ = 0.52) and the other one at a large density
(φ = 0.58) and fit the force memories via stretched ex-
ponential functions
∆f>1,z(z, t) = ∆f
>
1,z(z)exp [−(t/τmem)α] , (14)
where we fixed the exponent α = 0.4, in order to obtain
reasonably comparable fits. For the two thick gray lines
in Fig. 6(b) the characteristic memory times are τmem =
187.5τB (for φ = 0.58) and τmem = 6.3τB (for φ = 0.52).
Whilst the simulation curves seem to follow such a
stretched exponential for short to intermediate times, for
very old histories the memories behave like a power-law
with an exponent −1/2. This is expected, since in an
overdamped system our definition of the instantaneous
force deviations are supposed to behave similar to the
velocity-autocorrelation function (see, e.g., Ref. [30, 31])
that in three dimensions is expected to decay with an
exponent of −3/2 [32]. Since we restrict the diffusion
direction to one direction, our curves should be compa-
rable with the velocity-autocorrelation functions in one
dimension with a decay exponent of −1/2 [31].
The meaning of the force memory can be interpreted
in the following way: as a particle leaves its initial loca-
tion, in the case of dense systems it has to overcome an
effective energy barrier that is caused by its cage. During
a short-distance movement the particle already deforms
its cage in such a way that the probability of finding
a neighboring particle in the direction of its movement
9Figure 6. (a,b) Bulk force memories ∆f<1,z(z, t) and ∆f
>
1,z(z, t) defined as deviations of the forces from their average value for
particles that have previously been closer to the wall or further away from the wall, respectively. Different packing fractions
are considered. Since the bulk limit is considered, z does not matter and the absolute value of the different force memories (<
or >) coincide. In (a) a linear and in (b) a double-logarithmic representation is shown, respectively. The black dashed line (b)
is a power-law with exponent −1/2 and the thick gray lines are fits according to ∆f>1,zexp
[
(t/τmem)
0.4
]
, with τmem ≈ 187.5τB
(for φ = 0.58) or τmem ≈ 6.3τB (for φ = 0.52). (c,d) Force memory close to the wall in the case of the largest considered packing
fraction (φ = 0.58) for small particles at (c) z = 0.55σ1 and (d) z = 0.95σ1. The dashed black lines indicate zero.
increases. At the same time, the probability to lack a
neighbor in the opposite direction, i.e., behind the parti-
cle, increases. This causes the particle to feel an average
force, the force memory, which acts against the direction
of its motion. The memory effect is more pronounced for
denser systems than for dilute suspension. The timescale
of the memory depends on the timescale for relaxation
processes in the corresponding systems.
Whereas the force memory does not depend on the
position of a bulk particle on average, it does close to
the wall. Thus, in Fig. 6(c,d) we show ∆fX1,z(z, t) for a
packing fraction φ = 0.58 at wall contact and in between
the first two layers. One can nicely see the quantita-
tive difference between the memories at the two investi-
gated positions. For a particle, which is in the first layer
and therefore very close to the wall, the force memory
has only very subtle impact (Fig. 6(c)). Contrarily, the
memory for a particle in between two layers seems to be
crucial (Fig. 6(d)).
In Fig. 7(a) the history-dependent forces at short
times, i.e. fX1,z(z, t → 0), and for comparison the av-
erage force as functions of the position z are shown. In
Fig. 7(b) the respective force memories ∆fX1,z(z, t → 0)
are plotted. Here, the t→ 0 limit was determined by con-
sidering the corresponding functions at a time t = τB/3
which is much shorter than the rearrangement time in all
systems.
Intriguingly, as marked by the vertical lines in Fig. 7(b)
a connection between maxima of the local density (red
line) and the magnitude of the force history (green and
blue lines) becomes visible. Whenever a local density
peak emerges, the magnitude of the memory is sup-
pressed. The opposite is true for local density minima,
where the magnitude of the corresponding force memo-
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Figure 7. (a) History-dependent forces for small particles at
a packing fraction φ = 0.58 as a function of the distance z
above the wall for particles that previously have been closer
(green line) or further away from the wall (blue line). The
previous position was evaluated at a time −t = −1/3τB which
approximately corresponds to the limit t → 0. The central
orange line corresponds to the average force profile 〈f1,z(z)〉.
(b) Force memories, i.e., deviations from the average force, of
the same data as in (a). In addition, the local density profile
ρ1(z) of the smaller particle species (red line, right axis) is
shown. The vertical shallow blue lines mark local density
maxima (or enhancements) in ρ1(z) and correspond to local
drops of the absolute values of ∆fX1,z(z).
ries is enhanced. This shows that when particles reside
inside a local density layer, they are supposed to be more
stable at this position for longer times and individually
occurring forces are similar. In return, this precipitates
in the average of the force memory and therefore results
in a less pronounced deviation from the total average.
On the other hand, when a particle is on its way from
one density maximum to another, it necessarily crosses
a local minimum. On this crossing, its history has ma-
jor influence on the average forces. For example, when
the particle is moving in positive z-direction, it possibly
leaves void space behind it, whereas in front of it a barrier
of neighboring particles is blocking its path. Therefore,
it is very likely that at such a position the memory has
a large effect on the consecutive motion.
V. ONE-PARTICLE RANDOM-WALK MODELS
In this section, we test whether a random-walk model
for a single particle can describe a cage breaking event.
We will not construct a model that is just based on an
escape rate like Kramer’s rate (see, e.g., [33]) or on an
escape rate given in an free energy landscape as detmined
in [34] but our random walks rely on the ingredients ob-
tained in the previous section. To analyze the impact
of the different ingredients, we construct random walk
models where one particle in principle moves in three
dimensions, though we use the models to describe the
cage-breaking motion along the z-axis. We employ the
diffusion coefficients as given by the temperature in order
to determine the mean square of a step length and the
average force profile in order to obtain a drift contribu-
tion in the case the particle is overlapping with another
particle. The probability for a collision as determined
from simulation data is used as an additional input in
order to decide whether there is any overlap at all. In
the first model, no history-dependence is used, while in
the second model we employ the memory function ob-
tained from our simulations as an additional input. We
will employ the test case, where a single small particle
starts at the wall and moves towards the second layer in
a perpendicular straight path.
V.1. Random-walk model without memory
Our first random-walk model (RW, no mem.) does
not incorporate any memory. It just employs the average
force 〈f1,z(z)〉 acting on a particle. The model consists
of the following steps:
1. Decide from an equally distributed random num-
ber and from the z-dependent collision probability
P1,coll(z), whether the particle collides with another
particle.
2. Calculate a three-dimensional diffusion step ∆~rstep
within a time ∆tstep via a diffusion coefficient ac-
cording to free diffusion and an external force in
the case of a collision.
According to these steps, the external force vanishes if
no collision occurs, but in the case of a collision an exter-
nal force ~f step = ~f step,1 + ~f step,2 with the following two
contributions is applied:
~f step,1 = − ∆~r
step
|∆~rstep|
〈|~f1,⊥(z)|〉
P1,coll(z)
, (15)
~f step,2 = ~ez
〈f1,z(z)〉
P1,coll(z)
. (16)
Here, 〈|~f1,⊥(z)|〉 is the average of the absolute (normal)
forces acting on the particles surface at a position z. It is
proportional to the local average pressure and can be
calculated from the one-particle density together with
the anisotropic pair correlations. The second force is the
mean force, exerted by the structure of the neighboring
particles. In both cases the normalization with the col-
lision probability P1,coll(z) guarantees that the average
force profile 〈f1,z(z)〉 is recovered over time.
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Figure 8. (a) MSDs in z-direction for small particles starting at the wall. The plot shows data for two different packing
fractions φ = 0.52 and φ = 0.58 in comparison to the data for a free particle (black solid line). The dashed lines are obtained
from our multi-particle simulations, whereas the colored shallow lines are calculated from our random-walk models with (RW)
and without (RW, no mem.) history-dependent memory. (b) Measured (average) position-dependent force in the random-walk
model RW with incorporation of memory after different runtimes. In the limit of infinite runtime, the random-walk model RW
predicts the same average force as our multi-particle simulation (black solid line).
V.2. Random-walk model with memory
Our second random-walk model (RW) incorporates the
memory of the history of the particle, namely the fact
that it has started at the wall and, for this reason, is
supposed to recognize the impact of the force memory
∆f<1,z(z, t). In this model the second force
~f step,2 of the
model RW, no mem. is slightly modified such that it
reads
~f step,2 = ~ez
〈f1,z(z)〉+ ∆f<1,z(z)exp
[− (t/τmem)0.4]
P1,coll(z)
,
(17)
where we use the fits of the force memories from Eq. (14)
as an input and the respective parameters as indicated
in Fig. 6(b).
V.3. Comparison of the random-walk predictions
and simulation results
In Fig. 8(a) we plot the MSD of small particles in z-
direction for simulation data in comparison with results
from our random-walk models for two different packing
fractions. In case of the history-dependent model RW the
respective memory times are tmem = 187.5τB for φ = 0.58
and tmem = 6.3τB for φ = 0.52. For the simple random-
walk model RW, no mem. without memory, the curves
deviate from the measured ones already at small runtime
t. The deviation is less pronounced for the dilute sys-
tem, where memory is supposed to play a smaller role
than for systems close to the glass transition. The model
RW (with memory) leads to reasonable predictions with,
at least, a typical rearrangement for both packing frac-
tions. The impact of memory in our model system is
illustrated in Fig. 8(b), where we plot the average mea-
sured forces as a function of the particle position z and of
the runtime τRW. For short runtime, the particle does not
manage to hop over the first few particle layers, which re-
sults in truncated lines. However, for increasing runtime,
the time-averaged forces from our random walk models
converge, as expected, against 〈f1,z(z)〉. This mimics the
loss of memory.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we explored the properties of a cage-
breaking event in a bidisperse mixture of spheres in the
vicinity of a wall. We studied the ingredients which are
necessary to develop an effective one-particle random-
walk description of the dynamics. By considering cages
close to a wall and an escape route perpendicular to the
wall, we guaranteed that errors that arise due to aver-
aging quantities over differently oriented cages are small.
We discovered that a random-walk model can describe
the dynamics reasonably well if a suitable anisotropic
force distribution, a collision frequency, and a memory
function are used as input. While the force distribution
and the collision frequency in principle can be obtained
from theories on a level of two-particle structural correla-
tions (as studied in previous works [13, 15]), the memory
of a trajectory depends on the motion of all particles in
the surrounding cage. Besides the memory function, no
other collective motion effects had to be included. By
this, we demonstrated that the memory is essential to
describe the dynamics in a dense system.
In order to develop comparable random-walk models
for rearrangements in bulk, one has to be careful with
averages over different cage orientations. In principle, it
should be possible to construct such random-walk mod-
els following three steps. First, all relevant (probable)
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cages in bulk must be identified (cf. [35]). Second, the
distributions of forces must be determined for all these
cage configurations in such a way that the orientation is
always fixed relative to one neighboring particle. Third,
the average over orientations must be calculated. That
way, the dynamics along the escape route and along other
directions can be determined independently before tak-
ing an average instead of determining the dynamics after
averaging over directions, which would correspond to the
dynamics based on an isotropic mean field cage. Thus,
errors can be avoided which result from the fact that the
averaging over directions and the determination of es-
cape dynamics obviously do not commute. It would be
interesting to investigate how our approach compares to
free energy landscapes of a cage [34] or how our results
can be built in or compared to the theories which employ
isotropic cages, e.g., the theory where the cage breaking
event is facilitated by the elasticity of the cage [12] or
mode coupling theory [5, 14].
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